
The Technical Mission to Italy took place for the fourth time
this year. Participants for this technical journey through Italy
came together from the whole world to enjoy an entire
week packed full of technical information concerning cut-
ting-edge production processes and to gain profound in-
sights into many concrete production facilities. The princi-
pal focus was on interdisciplinary exchange with one an-
other but this was finely balanced with culture and good
Italian cuisine. CSG Engineering, a Italian company, organ-
ised the trip and made sure that all participants really had a
memorable time.

The starting point for the Technical Mission to Italy was in
Milan on 7th October. After preliminary introductions, a total
of 20 participants from France, Germany, Lebanon, Turkey,
Canada, the USA and even Barbados began with a sightsee-
ing tour through the old town of Milan. On Sunday, 8th Oct.,
another guided tour provided the opportunity of exploring
the historical old quarters of Venice. 

The trip’s technical part – a number of factory tours – began
on Monday, 9th October. 

The first factory to be viewed, the Cav. Cestaro Gustavo SRL
concrete production facility, is located in the vicinity of Venice.
This company with a long tradition operates three concrete
facilities in the region. The factory visited is the largest of
these. With an output of about 400m3 concrete per day, Ces-
taro manufactures concrete products and precast compo-
nents for underground engineering. 
Cestaro has been working since its foundation with produc-
tion systems from Colle SRL. At the current time, two Vibro-
matic 3000 machines from Colle are in daily operation there
as well as several egg-layers made by CGM, also an Italian
supplier. 
In the second factory tour of the first day, there was something
for the eyes in the truest sense of the word. Bellitalia, a com-
pany from Ponte N. Alpi had extended an invitation to the vis-
itors. It was founded in 1962 and initially concentrated on pre-
cast for civil engineering. At the commencement of the 1980s,
the company struck out on a new path supported by the eco-
nomic upturn. This precaster opened up a new segment for
itself on the market with plant tubs made from concrete. Now,
after 30 years of experience and advances in development in
this domain, Bellitalia manufactures an enormous diversity of
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Interdisciplinary exchange 
and profound insights into 
cutting-edge production processes

Technical Mission to Italy 2017

One of the two Vibromatic 3000 machines manufactures
smaller diameter sewage pipes and can produce 3 pipes at
one time. It can achieve a production output of up to 220
pipes per day 

Managing director Gianni Cestaro (2nd f.r.) insisted 
on guiding his guests personally through his facility 



landscape furniture made from concrete. More than 500
products in approximately ten different product groups are
available in the company’s portfolio and customers/projects
in 41 countries throughout the world are an impressive refer-
ence. 
The morning of the 10th October was filled with a visit to
Progress AG/S.p.A. in Brixen. The Progress Group is divided
into seven companies and offers all-round solutions for pre-
cast facilities on a global scale. One of the seven companies,
Progress Maschinen & Automation, is located at its headquar-
ters in Brixen. This sector of the company can supply steel re-
inforcement processing units, system automation and soft-
ware solutions tailor-made to precast factories. In addition to
this, the group operates a state-of-the-art precast facility in
Brixen, whose yearly output totals some 240,000 m2 of the
most varied precast concrete components. These include
double walls and thermo-walls, element, insulated and 
climate control floors plus XM and ECO floors.
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Joshua Read, Operations Manager, 
Preconco Limited, Barbados 

At Preconco Limited we are constantly
looking for ways to create more effi-
ciency and growth through the use of
technology, and adapt new and effective
systems and methods to our processes.

The concept of this technical mission to Italy put on
by CSG Engineering was a good fit for me to see
new innovative precast systems, methods and de-
signs. The contacts made during this technical mis-
sion are also an important part of creating an effec-
tive network for the continued development and
growth of our business.

The visit at Bellitalia began with touring the show garden. The precaster creates attractive landscaping furniture 
from concrete 



On 11th October, the visiting group had the possibility of tak-
ing a good look at one of the biggest precast factories in Eu-
rope. Querzoli Prefabbricati is ideally and strategically posi-
tioned with its own direct connection to the main railway net-
work in Italy. Querzoli’s core business activity is structural pre-
cast for industrial construction work and large commercial
building structures. 

MCT - Marcantonini Concrete Technology SRL, an Italian man-
ufacturer, supplied the systems for manufacturing and
spreading concrete as well as handling equipment for trans-
porting precast components to outside storage. The maxi-
mum possible production capacity for the four mixers in-
stalled totals more than 800 m3 concrete per day. 
The company works with a software solution called LegoCad-
P2000 from CSG Engineering. This effective BIM and ERP tool
makes it possible to automate all production processes in this
factory with its numerous production lines. It includes all work
stages: from estimation and proposals, through creating en-
gineering design and drawings, to production management
and planning, plus cost control. 

A visit to CSG Engineering in Fiorenzuola d´Arda could, of
course, not be missed during the tour of Italy. On the agenda
for the afternoon of 11th October were four company presen-
tations, in which Peikko, Mapei, Pappadà Gino and the Eucen-
tre research institute shortly introduced their range of activi-
ties. Subsequent to this, there was a possibility of exchanging
contacts and asking the speakers questions. 
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The group viewed an impressive circulation system at the
Progress AG/S.p.A. concrete production facility 

Technical Mission to Italy hosted by Progress Maschinen &
Automation in Brixen

The MCT SRL concreting unit filling formwork Reinforcement cages of impressive dimensions 
are part of daily routine at Querzoli Prefabbricati 

Darren Swire, Business Manager, 
Muliticrete Systems Inc., Canada

We joined this Technical mission to Italy
to explore new opportunities in the pre-
cast industry. We have seen so many in-
teresting facilities, enjoyed several tech-
nical sessions, as well as sharing experi-

ences and ideas with our fellow precasters. The expe-
rience has exceeded my expectations. 



“This is the fourth time we have organised the Techni-
cal Mission to Italy. The original idea behind this
event remains unchanged. We want to offer the op-
portunity of networking within the global concrete
precast industry and stimulate interaction with one
another. Impressions gained on site in a precast com-
ponent facility are much more valuable than informa-
tion gleaned from brochures and websites. The par-
ticipants’ international backgrounds show that there is
great interest in taking part in such exchanges, not
least because the level of precast engineering is very
high in Italy. We have always seen ourselves as am-
bassadors for interdisciplinary exchange and have for
years been staging specialised conferences in Italy.
Our Technical Mission to Italy establishes a good
foundation for long, friendly relationships with the
participants. We are grateful that our partners here in
Italy provide such excellent support in implementing
this event and permit profound insights into their pro-
duction processes. At this point, I would like to ex-
press my special thanks to our partners,” said Maur-
izio Frasani, managing director of CSG Engineering. 

The 12th October began with the last factory tour at MC Pre-
fabbricati SRL in Bellinzago Novarese. This precaster has al-
ways pursued the course of producing architecturally sophis-
ticated precast components on an industrial scale. In 2009,
investment was made in a cutting-edge circulation system
from Novatec SRL, an Italian manufacturer. Production is fo-
cussed mainly on wall elements, system floor elements and
other structural precast. The mixing technology comes from
Simem SRL and the reinforcement technology from MEP. A
system made by Maema SRL is employed in processing the
wall elements. Pappadà Gino supplied the magnetic form-
work system for the production facility. 
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A visit to CSG Engineering in Fiorenzuola d´Arda could, of
course, not be missed during the Technical Mission to Italy.



Mohammad Rokaya, Plant Manager,
Aljihad for Commerce and Contracting,
Libano

In the first place, I would like to thank
CSG Engineering for the professional
and helpful week we have spent in Italy
during the Technical Mission. The week

was very beneficial for me relating to discover the
new technology of precast and to see live the facto-
ries producing their specific products and to meet at
the same time with the manufacturer of these ma-
chines and different suppliers for the other equip-
ment. I´ll travel back to the Lebanon after one week
of discovering and learning and I’m sure that it will
help our company now to go for advanced technol-
ogy of precast in that area with using the specific
equipment for our job and I wish to come back again
for another mission more advanced part. 

The final of the Technical Mission to Italy was at the same time
one of the tour’s highlights. The group took part in a guided
tour through some of the laboratories of ELSA (The European
Laboratory for Structural Assessment) in Ispra. ELSA is part of
the IPSC (Institute for the Protection and Security of the Citi-
zen), the joint research centre of the European Commission.
In this research institute, building structures and their compo-
nents are investigated at a scale of 1:1 as to their structural
stability during earthquakes, thereby making an active contri-
bution to the creation of European standards. Besides the
tour, there were several short talks, amongst others from Dr
Paolo Negro, scientific project manager for the areas of earth-
quake engineering and the sustainability of building struc-
tures, in which the institute’s range of activities and, in partic-
ular, some research projects concerning building structures
made of precast concrete components were presented. �
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The Technical Mission’s last visit was to MC Prefabbricati SRL in Bellinzago Novarese with a final group photo 

Participants in the Technical Mission in front of a massive 
experimental set-up for testing the structural stability of
building structures during earthquakes  

(from.l.to.r.) Rinaldo Pinchiroli, Fabio Gavazzeni, Marco 
Moschini and managing director Maurizio Frasani of CSG
Engineering are the organisers of the Technical Mission 
to Italy.
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CSG Engineering S.r.l
Via Panini 11
29017 Fiorenzuola D'Arda (PC), Italy
T +39 0523 981374
F +39 0523 981480
info@csgengineering.eu
www.csgengineering.eu

www.cestaro-cav.it

www.bellitalia.net

www.progress-m.com

www.querzoli.it

www.mcprefabbricati.it

elsa.jrc.ec.europa.eu

FURTHER INFORMATION
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You can watch a video review of the 
Technical Mission to Italy 2017 here.
Just scan the QR code with your smartphone 
and watch the video.


